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SYNOPSIS
When a young single mother, Mercy, is forced to 

abandon her idea of a "proper life," she struggles to 

escape the social norms and overcome her own internal 

battles. In a time and place where women had very little 

power or say over their own lives, her journey takes her 

on a path where life as she knows it will never be the 

same. Nor will the lives of those around her.

A 1950s mother struggles with the stigma of being single 

and feeling unworthy of true love.

LOGLINE



OUR STORY
This story was inspired by our director's life and experiences as 
a young woman and single mother. She chose this particular 

era to base Reasons in, to emphasize a time when women had 

very little say over their own lives and show how those issues 

are still relevant today. Reasons was not only created to 

empower women and raise awareness for domestic abuse, but 

also to inspire any, and all viewers. Whether they are a woman 

or a man, a victim of abuse or the abuser, or anyone who has 

ever suffered from abandonment. 

Reasons is a profound and ambitious project. As a group, the 

cast and crew have all worked together in different capacities, 

from producers and DP’s to performers and editors, we are all 

closely linked. We've combined our previous experiences to 

bring a fresh multi layered approach to Reasons and 

have completed this film with passion, love, and pride.

 
 



Writer/Director, Yvette Pabon
Yvette Pabon who is of Puerto Rican, Italian and Senegalese dissent, 
was born in Delaware and raised in North Philadelphia. As a youth, 

Yvette enjoyed writing poetry and short stories. If she wasn’t sitting 

in a corner somewhere with a pencil and paper, she was outside 

playing basketball or throwing a football around. While pursuing 

her bachelor’s degree at West Chester University, Yvette put her 

education on hold to explore what she was truly passionate about. 

After a bit of soul searching, she began professionally as an actress. 

Although Yvette enjoyed acting, she found herself reverting back to 

her first passion, writing. After attending her first film festival, she 

was deeply inspired to create. Being a single mother and survivor of 

domestic abuse, both in her childhood and adulthood, Yvette was 

inspired to use her story to touch the lives of others. In that very 

moment, during an intermission, she began writing the script to her 

first Short film, “Reasons.”

 



Narci Regina’s most recent credits include Guest Star roles on LAW 

& ORDER: SVU (NBC) and FBI (CBS). A first generation immigrant, 

Narci’s parents hail from the Dominican Republic. Before acting, she 

received a M.S. in Speech-Language Pathology in Brooklyn, NY and 

enjoyed providing therapy to children with special needs for several 

years. Narci’s credits also include roles in BLUE BLOODS  

(CBS), SERVANT (Apple TV+) and ALTERNATINO (Comedy 

Central). She made her feature film debut, 21 BRIDGES. 

LENNY THOMAS as James
Lenny Thomas is widely known for his SERIES REGULAR role as 

DIKAHN on Tyler Perry's RUTHLESS (BET+). Leonard Douglas 

Thomas, affectionately known as “Lenny”, is an American actor 

born and raised in New York City. Thomas found his passion for 

acting after his childhood dream to play professional football was 

ended when he was hit by a car at age 13. His pursuit of acting has 

given him strength, peace, and the appreciation for living a life of 

abundance. Thomas's recent credits also include THE ENEMY 

WITHIN (NBC), THE BLACKLIST (NBC) and THE OVAL (BET+).

NARCI REGINA as Mercy



LELAND TAYLOR
as

Mr. Riley

AMEERAH BRIGGS
as

Louise

KISHA BARR
as

Della

ALIYAH ISIS
as

Ali



CREW

JULIE STACKHOUSE
1st Assistant Director/Producer

TOM SCHMITT
DP/Editor

LESLIE TRAN
Sound Mixer/Operator

LANEY ALLAN
Location Manager/PA

MATTHEW BRENT
1st Assistant Camera/Grip

REEPH ROSAY
PA

DAWN SMITH
Set Decoration

CHRIS NEWHARD
Editor/Colorist

BENJAMIN S.L. WONG
Re-recording Mixer/Sound Design



CREDITS
Director:    Yvette Pabon
Writer:    Yvette Pabon
Producers    Yvette Pabon

   Lenny Thomas
   Narci Regina
   Julie Stackhouse

DP:    Tom Schmitt
Editors:    Chris Newhard

   Tom Schmitt
   Aly Spengler

Costume Designer:    Yvette Pabon
Hair & Make-Up:    Yvette Pabon
Music Licensing:    Soundstripe
1st Assistant Director:    Julie Stackhouse
1st Assistant Camera:    Matthew Brent
Grip:    Matthew Brent
Location Manager:    Laney Allan
Production Assistants:    Laney Allan

   Reeph Rosay
Still Photographer:    Reeph Rosay
Set Decoration/Carpenter:    Dawn Smith
Production Design:    Yvette Pabon
Colorist:    Chris Newhard
VFX:    Nick Morgan

Contact:
thefilm.reasons@gmail.com


